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ABSTRACT
has, since 1952, operated a crlticti
and sub-critical
facility
at the Livermore Site, A large nwziber of critical
measurements on all type6 of systems of fissionable material have been
The two original assembly vault6 are still in
made duringthistime.
continuous operation in support of the weapon6 and propulsion reactor
An additional critical
assembly cell has
program6 of the laboratory.
recently been completed to provide more facilities
for critical
assembly
measurements. This cell Is unusual in that It is In a containment building which cm be sealed to prevent release of any radioactive or toxic
material to the atmosphere.
Typical moderated and unmoderated core assemblies are explained and
analyzed to demonstrate the procedure6 at the IBL critical
facility.
Credible accidents are shown to be less than 1018 fissions for these
systems.
The safety features of both the old and new cell6 are shown
to have an adequate margin to contain all consequence6 of such accidents,
including prompt and delayed radiation, fission product6 and any dispersed
core material.
The Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory

I9
The Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory

ducted a program concerned with
fission

devices

since 1952.

program to furnish

INTRODUCTION
has, at its

the design a.nd test

Livermore
of various

Site,

con-

types of

Fundamental to such design is an experimental

data for the theoretical

and calculational

work at the

From the time the Livermore SLte was established
there ha6
laboratory.
been an active program of critical
and sub-critical
mass meawrements,
Involving

all

types and forms of fissionable

involving

metal

systems,

have been made and well

solution6

materials.

and various

over a thousand

Assemblies

metal-moderator

approaches to critical

cores
have

been performed.
The first

facility

for

sub-critical

men's shower room in one of the original

measurements wa6 a setup in a
World War II barracks

build-

ings on the site.
During the remainder of 1952 and 1953 other assemblies to support the weapons programs were made in a temporary 6hielded
vault,
since removed, and in an isolated
area with a remote (1000 feet
from the aesembly) control room. In the summer of 1954 work was completed on a 30' x 20' and a 15’ x 20' vault in Building 110. During the
following

five

year6 a large

number of different

types of critical,

and

sub-critical
a66emblies were made to support the weapon6 program and the
Pluto program in these vaults.
A new facility,
described in detail
in this report, was completed
In September, 1959. Operation&l. experience in the old vaults suggested
several new features which would increase the safety and utility
of the
area and these have been incorporated
in the design.
These include a
containment shell for the vault to prevent the spread of any possible
reldioactive contamination;
complete, massive concrete shielding including the roof; air conditioning to control temperature induced reactivity
changes and provision for decontamination of all walls and floors.
This
facility
makes possible the conduct of all of the type6 of assembliee
which have been made in the past and will allow future work to be done
at core powers of from one to ten kilowatt6 should this be necessary.

The purposes of this report are:
1) To provide a document which till outline the operating
procedures for critical
assembly work at IBL and which will describe
the existing facility,
2) To provide a document for reference In any future analyses
of the hazard6 associated with various experimental programs.
3) To demonstrate that past procedures have been consistent
with the highest of safety standard6 and that future operations will.
be conducted in a manner which will lead to the absolute minimum of
danger both to the public and to laboratow personnel.
A critical
facility
is, of course, different from a reactor operating
at power for considerable period6 of time. In particular there is never
Measures are,
an appreciable inventory of fission products in the fuel.
in fact, taken in the design of experiments to prevent such buildup beOn the other
cause of the necessity of manual operation6 on the fuel.
hand, a reactor represents an essentially unchanging operation where the
core geometry and control system are the 6ame from day to day, while a
critical
facility
involves a wide variety of experiments which by their
nature mean different
geometries, fuel types, control syeteme, assembly
The hazard of a criticality
accimethods and operating characteristics.
dent is considerably greater in a critical
facility
than with a reactor,
but it is difficult
to imagine a situation where a critical
accident in
a critical
facility
can endanger anyone other than operating personnel.
This 16 in marked contrast to the potentially
catastrophic consequence6
of a ma,jor reactor accident.
In the report which follows, the general form of a hazards report
for a reactor will be followed, but in some areas such as description
of procedure6 and protective devices, and analysis of the maxImum credible accident, only typical system6 can be discussed since programs are
of the Lawrence Radiation Uboracontinually changing. The activities
tory are such that each situation involving fissionable material is
likely to be unique and therefore must be considered separately.
Consequently, exception6 to any set of general principle6 6re often necessary in specific cases.

w

8

a

II 0 SITEi DESCRIPJ!ION
IBCA!l!IONANDGE3ERALFEi~S
The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore Site, Is located approximately 35 miles east of Oakland at the eastern end of the LIvermore Valley.
Mcation of the laboratory, with respect to the %n Francisco - Oakland
area Is shown In Figure 2-l* The laboratory site consists of 640 acres
located on the northwest comer of the Intersection of East Avenue and
Greenville Road. The location of the site with respect to the local area
Is shown in Figure 2-2. The site was formerly a naval. air base used for
primary flight training during World War II0 Many of the original buildings are still in use, but they have been supplemented by a large number
of permanent buildings constructed since 1952. An aerial photograph of
the site IS shown In Figure 2-3. The relation of the laboratory site to
the town of Llvermore is shown in Figure 2-4, which is another aerial
faciliphotograph. A map of the site showing distances from the critical
ties to the other areas Is given in Figure 2-5.
The Livermore Valley is roughly elliptical
In shape. The long axis
of the valley runs east and west and 18 about 13 miles long. At its
eastern end the valley is six to seven miles wide; In the center and
western portion it is three to four miles wide. The total area of the
!Fhe valley Is completely surrounded
valley is about 58 square miles,
by hills ranging from 1000 to 2000 feet above sea level, except at the
northwest corner. Here the Livermore Valley connects with the Amador
Valley, a long narrow valley which extends north-northwest to the towns
of Danville and Walnut Creek, These communities are approximately twenty
and twenty-five miles from the laboratory site,
In the southwest corner
of the LIvermore Valley there is a small opening through the hills which
provides the only water exit from the valley,
The floor of the valley Is relatively
flat and it contaAns only a
few small hills.
It slopes from about 600 feet MSL at the eastern end
to about 400 feet MSL at the western end. U. S. Highway 50 enters the
valley at the western end and travels the length of the valley, leaving
the eastern end through Altamont Pass. This highway passes about two
miles north of the critical. facility
at its closest approach. Two rall2.1.

MUL-8804

FIGURE

2- 1

SAN FRAliasco
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Fig. Z-3. Aerial

View of the Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory,

Livenmre

Site
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foils ,' with

oralloy
/'q 2.

a vcrfety

of carbon to uranium ratios

A MODERATEDCORE EXPERIMEXI! - SNOOPY
The majority

of the information

from declassified

documents dealing

5006, Critical
Systems,

routinely

and UCRL

Energy Graphite

Reminder is made at this

only to illustrate

point

- U235

that

this

made at the LRL Critical

Facility

for

This work was d.
Performed during
The Snoopy machine Is still
in use for other
but numerous modifications

in the
material

the type of considerations

51~ program.

nature,

In Paz-

from these documents is quoted at length

below.

is included

is take2

the Snoopy program.

Measurements on Intermediate

Material

sections

with

section

is made to COVA 346, Snoopy Libretto,

reference

tiWlar,

given in this

that

are

every critical

assem-

the period

1957 - 1958.

e-eriments

of a similar

have been made in the past two

yearsc
502.3.

Programmatic

Objectives:

furnish

the critical

bucklings

enriched

uranium

as possible

bomogeheou6,

unreflected

uranium with

no voids

were necessary,

5.2.2.

B¶aterialst
in 5-l/4"
All

fuel,
oxidation

an elementary

cubical
or holes0

reality
foils

of a large

in the sections

of nominally

were coated with

reading

The moderator

of 3/b mr/hr

system,

i.e,

l-

a fluoro

and 2-mil-thick
triangles

carbon plastic

These fuel

foils

gamma and 10 mr/hr

was ATJ graphite

below.

machined in l/2"

oralloy

was used for
to prevent

had a normal averbeta radiation.
thick,

6" x 6"

each piece

A 100mil recess was milled in the top of
to accommodate the fuel foils,
A core lattice
of one

24nil

foil

fuel

triangles.

on top of each graphite

carbon to U 235 ratio

5.2.3.

a

containing only carbon and
A number of compromises dictated by

and to reduce erosion,

squares and

neutronic

to approxi-

reactor

as described

A selection

were designed

x 5-l/4'" squtxes and isosceles

foils

age surface

number of bare carbon -

These reactors

reactors.

mate as closely

The Snoopy program was designed to

plate

gave a nominal

atomic

of 600/l.

The Assembly Machine: -' The reactors

were assembed on a low

mass stacking table around a central control unit.
of an 8' x 8' x 1' aluminum honeycomb slab, rigidly

The table
supported

consists
by ~XJ

-53'I'he honeycomb is made of' 2-mil

aluminum stand.

3/B” hcxagonnl cell
table

is four

lattice

feet

with

of 3 lb/f't3.

a density

from the floor

2S nl.um:i.num foil

to reduce neutron

in a

The top of the

reflection

from the

floor.
The Control
frame.

The control

in X-cross

is suspended from
unit

section

the drive
rodb

unit

The fourth

the cannister

sources Into

the core.

by cables

safety

are five

axis permits

rods arc lifted

following

which provides
insertion

mounted beneath

A

suspended

The rods drop when the magnets

a scram signal.
All

of 1 inch/minute

and withdrawal.

rod.

of various

by electromagnets

Shock absorbers

three

safety

rod is moved by an electrically
rates

channels

4' long boral

the insertion

motors which wind the magnet support

The control

aluminum

inches wide and serve as safety

of the scrammed elements.

by electric

four

dimensions)

guides a l/&"-thick,

from the top of the unit,

are de-energized
bouncing

with

is one inch wide and serves as a control

tube through
The three

x 6” exterior

Each channel

Three of the elements

rods.

braced post-and-beam

is a 2S aluminum cannister

(each l/2"

assembly.

a

minimize

rods are raised

cables

on drums.

driven

jack

and 10 inches/minute

This rod runs in on receipt

screw

for both

of a scram

signal.
berylluim
sources are used. Source No. 1 had a
7
of about 10 neutrons/second
and is manually operated from

Two polonium
strength

the control

room by a pulley

and to drive
operations

It

system,

is used to take base rates

the system at low multiplications,
this

source Is withdrawn

bers of the vault,

This position

During

to a position
is indicated

core loading

on top of the Mm-

by a control

panel

light,
Source No. 2 has a strength
is

electrically

It

out of the top of the core.

that

this

the vault

or when safety

and

by a mechanism beneath the core which pushes
The interlock

source is In the reactor

Is necessary
criticality

operated

of about 10' neutrons/second

at all

and control

to remove this
or to make flux

and safety

times when personnel

rods are being withdrawn.

source only to make a positive
traverses

chain

in the reactor.

assures
are In
It

check for

A paraffin
through

slab will

neutron

be used to simulate

reflection

the core during

introduced

a contemplated

in section

manual Increase

The paraffin

by operators

5,2,7.,

feet

high,

inches thick,

and it

Is mounted with

face parallel

to

face of the core.

one

age mounted on rails
wall

to a position

indicated
control

panel lights,

not be used as a reactor
mechanically

locks

This prevents
core loading
5.2.4.

chain

control.

closure

by,two

foot

sur-

driven

carri-

the slab from the east vault
The extreme

are

positions

Is operated

from the

in such a manner that

A manually

the slab carriage

any accidental

foot

The carriage

room and is in the safety

of measure-

wide and eight

An electrically

near the core surface.

by control

a series

can be done safely.

two feet

the four

is used to transport

on or near

the operateors can know If

in core loading

slab is four

change

working

By extrapolating

core alterations.

ments, to be described

the reactivity

Inserted

in the fully

locking

retracted

it

can-

pin
position.

of the slab to the core during

operations.

Instrumentation

by a 10 7 n/set
levels of less than one watt are contemPO Be source.
Since power
plated for irradiation
studies,
there will be
10 10 fissions/set
At low multiplications

the assembly will

be driven

occurring

in the core during irradiations.
To be on the safe side a
4
range of about 10 must be covered by the detectors.
A number of

different
this

types

of detectors

are used to give

adequate coverage over

range,
Two types of neutron

levels :

LiI

counter,

each with

detectors

(Eu) scintillation
an amplified

are used for

detectors
scaler

the lowest

flux

and a Hansen-McKibben
and count

rate

meter.

long
The

scintillation

detector-count
rate meters are sensitive
down to approxi2
mately 10 n/cm /set and have a 4 decade range.
The Hansen counter
4
2
covers the range of lo-10
n/cm /sec.
Two Beckman micro-microammeters
decade range and a time constant
1 second, depending
with

on the range.

are employed.

varying

Each has a six

between 0.12 seconds and

A BF, ionization
chamber Is used
3
Beckmm meter No. 1, and covers a range from 10 2 - 10 0 n/cm 2 /sec.

For higher

levels

ionization
chamber drives
2
4 - 10 10
meter No. 2 to cover a range from 10
n/cm /sec.
Another
reactor

a boron lined

BF3 ionization

period

meter

chamber operates

(response

of these neutron

a high flux
a fast

level

reactor

will

period

ing six independent
the feasibility

2
set above 103 n/cm /set)

l/2

detectors

monitor

covers

the range

are in the safety

chain,

hence

scram both the linear
will

and log n detectors;

scram the log n period

neutron

flux

of an electronic

assembly is greatly

a log n amplifier,

This logarithmic

and recording potentiometer.
2
2
from 10 to 10 7 n/cm /sec.
All

time

reduced,

Beckman

monitors

By provld-

and a reactor

failure
A block

meter.

affecting

period

meter,

the safety

of the

diagram of the instrumentation

5-L

Is shown in Figure

A remote recording area survey monitor is also installed
in the
experimental
facility
to monitor y flux levels during and af%er
operation.

The Instrument

has three

and has a range of 1 mr/hour
Interlocks

5.2.5.

Reactivity
tally

driven

any self

propelled

Obviously

a given

safety

dent from either

in the vault

Chains
core cax~ be changed by the three

rods and one electrically
body reflector

an interlock

stations

to 1000 R/hour.

and Safety
for

monitoring

driven

and a paraffin

control

rod,

slab reflector.

system is needed to reduce the risk

personnel

or equipment

electri-

of accl-

failure.

Scrams
Two separate
(see Figure
1

l

Safety

scram circuits

safety

are provided

Chain No. 1
for

Safety

and multiple

contact

Chain No. 1 so that

relays
this

broken by any one or more of the following
(a)

chains)

5-2).

MJ_croswitches
series

(i.e.,

Neutron
(1)

flux

exceeds predetermined

CRM No. 1 with

are wired

circuit

will

in
be

items:
level

as Indicated

input

from a Hansen-McKibbln

input

from PM No. 1 -- a LII

long counter.
(2)

CRM No. 2 with
scintillation

detector.

(Eu)

by:

I
0
C

70
0

I

I

r

-57(3)

CE3MNo. 3 with
scintillation
Iog CRM with

(5)

Pile power *&Ah input
ber No, 1 log scale.

(6)

Beckman micro-microammeter

(7)

input

from PM No. 2
from BF3 ionization

Pile period

with

chamber No. 2.

Beckman micro-microammeter
Ionization

cham-

No, 1 and recorder

from BF3 ionization

boron lined

(Eu)

with boron filter.

detector

(4)

Input

w

from PM No, 2 -- a LII

input

No. 2 with

Input

from a

chamber.

(d)

level as Indicated by:
(1) Pile period meter with Input from BF3 ionization
chamber No. 1,
Over-under voltage switch
Seismic switch

(e )

Control

room manual scram

w

Control

panel key switch

(Ed

Maze door (chain breaks when door Is opened)

(h)

Vault

(0

Two vault

w

Water door interlock

w

Paraffin

slab

(1)

Safety

rod pins

(C 1

faster

than predetermined

door safety
safety

switch

(manual control)

switches

(chain

(manual control)

breaks when slab leaves wall)

(chain

breaks

if

rods are secured

safety

to magnets by manual pins)

The following
broken:

controls

are scrammed whenever Safety

(a)

Safety

Rod No. 1

(b)

Safety

Rod No. 3

(c)

Control

The circuitry

Rod No. 1 (electrical)

is arranged

so that

Safety Chain No. 1 scrams:
(a) The Control Rod is driven
inserted
(b)

the following
at fast

sequence occurs

speed to the fully

position;

The carrlwes
at fast

Chain No, 1 is

for

Safety

Rods No. 1 and No. 3 unwind

speed toward the full

down position;

after

Safety

a) Safkty
b) Safety

tcj c0tbid god .BF
3

-CR&u-

Chain $2

Chain 31
:* 2
Rod
it

-

mM 2

Pile period

BF3T

I- Pile

Sensitrol

,

.7

-

Sens$trol

powm

Beckman %.-tSensitrol
I-Recorder
BeckmRn*#2
.-

-t

.

1

,

1

.

t

1m

1

I

*

SensitroE
I
LRecorder

chm?-under voltage

aw.

Seismic SW.
Control Rm. Man. Screm aVault Safety Sw. ftl (%reaJm cl&, when
control panel key %&z&r SW.
on)
*-.
Vault Safety Sw.# 2
Maze Door
Vault Door Safety SW,
Water Door
Safety Rod Pins.
Control
Paraffin
----

Panel

Key

Slab
.v-- m, ---.--e---e-.---Safety
Safety
Safety

Control

Rod ti 1 fully
Rod ft:2 fully
Rod #3 fully

,

r

.--a--

inserted
retracted
inseficd.. c

'--

+

--.-e
Maze

Rod* fully insert@&
Source& 1 fully
retracted
Source *2 in core
'

Door
Ir>ck
IAb
Vault Monitor Chain
~mum

5-2

t3lbmcm IIKi!ERIIDCK AND SAFZTY MAINS

-59(c)

The 6u6pnding
magnet for Safety Rod No, 1 can not
seal until the carriage for Safety Rod No. 3 is in the
full down position.
Safety Chain No. 2
2
This chain serves two important functions:
it backs up
Safety Chain No. 1; It provides a protective monitor when the
vault is occupied. Its series circuit Is comprised of all
elements In items "a" through "e" of Safety Chain No. 1,
The following Items are scrammedwhenever Safety Chain
No. 2 is broken:
(a) Safety Chain No. 1
(b) Safety Rod No. 2
Vault Monitor System
Safety Chain No. 2 provides a protective monitor while the vault
is occupied for core alterations or stacking, and will scram Safety
Rod No. 2 should a dangerous situation be approached.
The vault is considered safe for restricted occupancy whenever
all of the following item6 In the monitor chain are accomplished:
1
Safety Chain No, 1 is scrammed;
2
Safety Rod No. 2 is fully raised;
3 0 Source No, 1 is fully extracted to a position above the celling
timbers;
4 a Source No. 2 is In place In the core;
5 0 The paraffin slab is fully retracted.
A solenoid lock on the maze door is wired to prevent entrance to the
vault unless this monltor chain la made up. In addition, a warning
feature consisting of a bell and a light is installed in the vault
and Is set In operation whenever the control panel key switch is turned
off.
A safe occupancy condition is indicated by the light on and
the bell off; the light turns off and the bell rings to indicate
an unsafe condition whenever the warning chain is broken. Thus the
system is fall safe. For the "safe" condition with light on, the
light burn6 steadily when the vault safety switch is actuated with
the control panel key, but flashes when the key is removed.
l

l

l

Safety Rods
The three safety rods are separately suspended in the retracted
position above the core by individual electromagnets.
They are
scrammedby deenerglzing the magnets. Safety rod No. 2 is normally
out of the core to provide protection
for personnel who are working
on the core,
No safety rod can be withdrawn unless:
1
The control rod Is fully
inserted.
l

2

3

Source No. 2 is In the core.

l

The paraffin

l

Interlocks

require

slab is fully

that

rod No. 1 be fully

No. 3 can be withdrawn, and that
the control

retracted.

rod can be moved.

withdrawn

before

rod

rod No. 3 be fully withdrawn before
Only one rod can be withdrawn at any

time under any conditions.

Rod drop experiments have shown that shutdown Is accomplished
within

0.4 seconds after

Is consistent
times,

with expected rod free fall

The s&ram signal

scram on a neutron

Indicator

scram Initiation.
for

detector

such tests

The experimental
times

result

and magnet release

was generated by a level

so the shutdown time includes

the level

response time,

Far subcritical,
than when near critical.

reactivity

may be safely

The safety

removal speeds and Interlocks

removed more quickly

rods therefore

have different

govern the sequence of rod removal,

the fastest being withdrawn first,
Typical withdrawal
speeds are
300 Inches/minute for safety rods 1 and 2, 10 Inches/minute for rod
3 and 10 Inches/minute for the control rod. Theplle speeds
are adJustable

and they are choeen with

and the system reactivity
Control

to the worth of rod

when they are pulled.

Rod

The control
electrical

1

regard

l

drive
All

rod Is positioned

in the core by a two-speed

and can not be withdrawn unless:

safety rod6 are fully

withdrawn.

2Q

Source No. 2 is in the core.

3*

The paraffin

slab is fully

retracted.
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Sources
An Interlock
Impossible

If

Is provided

unless

so that

Source No. 2 is in place

1b

Withdraw Safety

2b

Withdraw the Control

either

the Safety

withdrawal

stop.

Rods or the Control

the core (or the Safety

inserted)

even with
fully

Rod is in the process of

can still

Rods if

is provided

retracted

so that

position

positioned

Rod is fully

An alarm bell

in the vault
panel

timbers,

and unless

in the core:

2

the control

monitor

switch

Is turned

system

vi11

ring

when

off.

Slab

The slab is mlcroswltched
things

against

occur whenever the slab leaves
1b

Safety

2b

Maze door will

30

Vault

the wall

operates

its

system signals

panel key switch
pin is provided

when the vault

a mlcroswitch

so that

is occupied.

which breaks

Thus the paraffin

panel switch.

from the control

The control
Operating

(whenever

off).

the slab can be locked
Insertion

Is also interrupted

of the pin
drive

circuit.

by turning

off

slab can not be electri-

room unless:

panel switch

The slab manual locking

Several

position:

the slab electric

the control

2b

retracted

is turned

drive

l

the following

8x1 unsafe condition

Power to the slab electric
operated

fully

so that

not open.

warning

A manual locking
against

the wall

Chain No. 1 scrams.

the control

5.2.6.

Rod

Source No. 1 is nested

above the ceiling

The maze door can not be opened;

1

run the Control

the Control

unless

10
l

the respective

the source removed.

Source No. 2 is properly

cally

in the core:

Rod,

However, an operator

An interlock

are

Rods No. 1 and No. 3.

back into

Paraffin

operations

and Source No, 2 is removed from the core,

rod will

in its

the following

is on.
pin Is removed.,

Characteristics

sources of potential

with the type of critical

nuclear

accidents

assembly to be pursued

are associated

in the Snoopy program.
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A fundamental safety criterion
reactivity
in the assembly so that
Thus, It

is necessary

to know how much an additional

core Is worth near criticality
in increments
condition

a l/2"

reactivity

for

additional

a typical

It

on this

control
fully

reactor

the intent

that

control

proper
It

complication
In this

moderation

evaluated,
For this

This means
in reactivity.

on the core reactivity,

from the core must be care-

time behavior.

This

is Safety

Is electrically

operated

Rod No. 3

and Interlocks

to assure that

the proper

ele-

order.

for

unreflected

Snoopy cores is body

and reflection

of neutrons

Is increased

by the bodies

are made on the shut down core.
body reflection

of opera-

An additional
and also as

when a scram occurs.
the actual
their

worth of the control

effectiveness

reason a paraffin

body reflection
to show If

Inserted.

only a small influence

for

rod (NO. 1) is used to counter
Until

the assembly remain

phenomena the core reactivity

when adjustments

Insurance

that

control

the control

ments are used in the proper

safety

less than 0.4%

A single

control.

requirements

govern the sequence of rod operation

tors

at

match the safety
But, since the
rod.

dk/dt

in the Snoopy design.

through

introduces

element which is withdrawn

examined for

reflection.

is shown that

rod worth must be between 0.5s and l.O$

rod is allotted

Another

it

studies

of limiting

the preceding

paragraph

rod alone when fully

is fortuitous

requirements

can be increased

system.

by small amounts for

the total

of

at a time as the critical

core layer

rod is used In Snoopy with
that

layer

do not require very much potential
however, to vary the
It must be possible,

excess criticality.

sub-critical

l/2"

the core height

reactivity

In a later

The Snoopy reactor
reactivity

so that

of less than O.fi

is approached.

criticality

is to limit the total available
prompt criticality
is impossible.

so that

a contemplated

is,

in truth,

slab is provided

elements

is experimentally

only an educated guess.
to mock up an operator's

a sequence of measurements may be extrapolated
manual increase

in core height

is safe.

As an additional
provided

for

precaution,

Snoopy.

core stacking

This rod will

operations

dangerous situation

process.

available

in the core before

During

is occupied)

It

monitoring

assembly is undertaken
for

sources

assure that

scrams.

is

ready to drop In the event of a developing

no critical

Two neutron

interlocks

be used only for

as sensed by an associated

source of neutrons

rod (No. 2) is

(or at any time the vault

suspended above the core,
Finally,

one more safety

continuous

are provided

at least

without

triggering

system.
an adequate

of the fission

In the Snoopy design,

one source must be properly

core adjustments

and

nested

are made.

Reactivity

Changes
A series of calculations

having linear

increases

were made using the Dane code on systems

of reactivity.

These systems were assumed to
have prompt neutron generation times of 10. 4 seconds which Is reasonable for these systems.
An energy release was calculated
for the lnterval from scram signal initiation
to full safety rod insertion,
The
calculations

of energy release

was assumed to rise,
tion

was achieved.

shut down,

below.
Increase

by the safety

because power

rods until

One second was assumed to be required

full
for

lnserscram

This Is also pessimistic,

because rod drop measurements
shut down Is accomplished 0.4 seconds after scram

have shown that
lnltlatlon,

unaffected

are an over estimate

A tabulation

of the results

In each case the Initial

of the calculations

power level

was assumed to be 10 8 fissions

at the start

is given
of the ramp

per second.
!

*
10 -4 set
11
11
11

II

Power
Scram

dk/dt

Period
4 Scram

. 05$/set 1.5 watt1 - - I1
11 - 0 0 . 5 set

11

O.l$/sec

I?

II

1.5 watt

II

D0 -

- - -

Power
At
Scram

1.5 watt
.13 It

b Time
Period
Before
Prompt
At
Scram ,Critical
I
5 set
1.4 set
'
10
"
5

Energy
Release

4.6 watt-see
39 11 11
l

1.5

'

These results
show that shut down following
a ramp increase of reactlvlty would be accomplished with a satisfactory
margin of safety if
the following

criteria

were met:

10

Maximum rod dk/dt

2

Scram signals

l

30
during

0.1s reactivity/second.

set for

than 1.5 watts

(a)

Uss

(b)

Greater

worth of the control

the course of an experiment

In system height
information

are obtained

to allow

with

the assurance
Or, with

the core could be stacked

5-3a The rod effects
way, and this

to be conducted

that

unless

all

the Control

three

with

in terms of Inches
sufficient

For example,

could be made 41

by one operator
safety

would

rods were out
Rods 1 and 3 inserted,

Rod and Safety

to 44 inches without

inches beyond critical

curves

provides

safely.

body reflection

in the presence of the operator.

of three

multiplication

5-3, the system height

not make the system critical
of the system.

system has been checked

by inverse

in this

the tests

in the case shown in Figure
inches

5 second period

less than one second.

such as those as shown in Figure

tical

power level

than a positive

Scram interval

The reactivity

,(

making the system cri-

This would be a stacking
rods out,

and is hardly

error

a credible

error.
The core height

changes have been correlated

changes by the use of pulsed neutron
shown, one inch in height
down reactivity

is about

seen to be 2.3 inches
is 10 inches/minute
rod is less
less

corresponds
f7.00.

in height,

to $1.38

or about 2.3$.

shut

Rod No. 3 is
increase

speed
for this

Is then certainly

below the rates

when used in the Dane code calculations.

For the system

The withdrawal

of reactivity

The maximum rate

reactivity

and the total

The worth of Safety

than 0.03$/ second, which is well

situations

source methods.

and the average rate

than O.Ol$/second.

with

which gave safe

VI b EVALUATION OF HYPOTHETICALACCIDENTS
6.1

GENERALCONSIDERATIONS
In general

excursions

the type s of eventualities

that

can lead to nuclear

are the following:

1.

Operator

2.

Engineering

negligence
failure

Experimental accidents
3
4 0 Incorrect
design premises
l

5 0 Acts of God
6. Sabotage and war
Sufficient

experience

has been gained by the Critical

Assemblies

Group over the past seven years to reduce the probability
caused by a single
value

one of the above contingencies

but one which is not,

of automatic
fail-safe

unfortunately,

shut down devices

design protects

protects

against

experience

at other

to prevent

all

to prevent

any unplanned excursion

cient

laboratories

critical

to cause extensive

radioactive

contamination

faility

For example,

against

operator
failure

has been that

accidents.

to an acceptable

zero.

engineering

low

provision

negligence;

etc.,

but

these are not sufficient

They have, however,
from reaching

been adequate

an energy release

damage or to create

problem after

of an accident

suffi-

any appreciable

the burst.

Two exceptions

to the above statement can be mentioned here.
If
Borax I is considered to have been a critical
facility,
it was destroyed
by an excursion
other
tion

incident

which produced more power than had been planned.
was a prompt burst

at Hanford.

As a result

local

area occurred,

other

hand, the accident

of the burst,

which required

contamination
If

consider
resulting

an accident

several

which destroyed

beyond the assembly machine itself
oxide

which occurred

of the floor

solu-

contamination

days of clean up.

of the

On the

Godiva I caused no damage

area immediately
to occur,

the shut down mechanism to estimate
power excursion.

in a plutonium

plutonium

and resulted

has been postulated

The

in very minor uranium
adJacent
it

is necessary

the magnitude

For unmoderated metal

to the machine.

systems,

to

of the
temperature
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9

effects

Physical

are dominant.

density,

which lowers

caljture

the reactivity

of the system lowers

by increasing

due to thermal

In liquid
density

systems, void formation

Heating

with

the fisslon

of the rolution

fragments

effectWe

shut down mechanism for

The statement

that

formation

themselves,

causes thermal

expansion

These effects

energy of the moderated neutronsa

time in the material.

in the liquid

This void

and reduces reactivity.

associated

the leakage to

between energy release nnd reactivity
expansion is small because the expansion

in a time comparable to the sound transit

occurs

the

The retardation

ratio.

decrease

cxpannion

reduces the core
appears to be

and is hence prompt.
and also raises

combine to produce an

such systems.

no criticality

accident

which has occurred

has been large
accidents

enough to cause major damage does not mean that
A system which has no prompt inherent
cannot occur.

down mechanism can produce
reaction

by vaporization

of the core.
section
until

fissions

of core material

to shut off

and explosive

the fuel

foils

no operating

the

disassembly

The Snoopy system, which is discussed

scrams with

of the order

in

shut down mechanism

The analysis

have been vaporized.
accident

such
shut

then depends on the constraints

is a system which ha s no apparent

6.2.,

shows a maximum credible
for

sufficient

The size of the accident

imposed on the system.

the

that
,n

of 2 x 10"

shut down accomplished

is made
fissions

by disassembly

of

the core.
A system where large

amounts of reactivity

can also produce a very large

can rapidly

The experience

excursion.

be added

at IDS Alamos

with
the Godiva experiments clearly
indicate
that in the absence of
.
an initiating
source many dollars
of excess reactivity
m ight be added
before the chain reaction
started.
20
the range of 10 l9 to 10
fissions
system, with
as kinetic
with

its

small heat capacity,

If

this

could be obtained.
this

energy and would produce effects

the detonation

of several

were to occur,

yields

in

In such a

energy would appear primarily
similar

to those associated

hundred pounds of high explosives.
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These considerations
caution

point

should be exercised.

to the areas a.nd manner in which
Reactivity

- not only mu:;t planned additio.n~
and undesired
effects

reactivity

due to neutron

moving material
neutron

And, wherever

from proceeding

possible,
understood

as effectively

as possible

fast

for

acting

to prevent
very far

the inherent

should be well
reliance

and controlled.

or any other
An initiating

any unplanned

beyond prompt critical.

shut down mechanism of the system

and the system designed
should this

to allow

ever be required.

shut down on any critical
and reliable

unexpected

Reactivity

from operators'bodies

must be unticipated

increase

but all

must be prevented.

source must always be present

reactivity

must be controlled

bc m&z slowly,

incrca~cs
reflection

additions

assembly is,

scram system to prevent

it

to act

Primary

of course,

any inherent

placed on a
mechanisms

from being required.
In sections

6.2.

maximum credible

and 6.3.

accident

which follow,

is examined for

These are cho:;cn as representative
which experiments

the consequence of the
the Snoopy and Nimbus systems.

of the two major type systems with

have been done at LRL - a large,

moderated core and a small,

unmoderated,

metal

system.

For the Snoopy system, the assumed accident
in reactivity
beyond delayed critical,
type of reactivity
change represents
addition

or core height

applied

of 5%~more core material*

are based on the information
increase

given

on reactivity

final

in section

of $3.10 above delayed

would be the result

of an operator

5 kilograms

of oralloy,

all

detector

neutron

error

and the failure
channels

or the

These conclusions
of reflection

5.2.6.

of 70 cents per second, with

reactivity

to one side,

as a function

For the Nimbus system, the assumed accident
in reactivity

is a 2$ step increase

with no operable Scrams. This
a thick hydrogeneous reflector

some 24 inches wide being instantaneously
instantaneous

heterogeneous,

is a ramp increase

no operating

critical.

scrams, to a

Such an accident

in overloading

the core with

of both scram valves

in the safety

chain.

or of
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6.2.

ACCIDENT IWALUATION FOR THE SNOOPYSYSTEM
The Snoopy system is a heteroeeneou s mixture

and thin

oralloy

foils

described

inherent

system where the only obvious
vaporization

of the foil:;

foil

The thezmal

and they rest

contact

that

in contact

keeps almost

of the energy in the foils,

have melted,
at a rapid

Heating

at a few points

can escape@ This quantity

foils

appreciable
melting

decrease the reactivity

point

be ignored

thus act to make the final

yield

is poor,

This

surface.
until

fragments

plates.

since they

by the foils

the foils
will

occur

formed in the

cannot expand to

temperatures

Such effects

above the

will

in l;he analysis

figure

one or

in the graphite

however,

until

of uranium are reached.

shut down, but they will

6.2.1.

of air,

to treat

are typically

at least

in the slots

of the air

of the core.

is difficult

of their

since many of the fission

rate,

it

and foils

are only lightly
all

is a

might be con,jectured,

deep slots

in ten mil

between the plates

It

5.2.

apart

manner. -The foils

then1 in any but a qualitative
thick

blowing

vaporization

depend on so many imponderables

two mils

in section

plates

shut down mechanism is the

and consequent

Other mechanisms not involving
but all

in detail

of graphite

aid the

below.

a pessimistic

They

upper limit.

Type of Accide.nt
The behavior

of a typical

of a 2$ step increase
failure

of all

Snoopy system is investigated

of reactivity

scrams.

above delayed

The sequence of events

critical

for
with

is considered

the case
complete

to be the

following:
a)

A 2s step increase

b)

A prompt period
central

c)

Following

foils

of reactivity

is generated,

It might be proper

of the foils,

some of the

the core is dissassembled

of the uranium vapor.
to insert

at this

Honeycomb facility

at Los Alamos during

is a heterogenous,

graphite

to the Snoopy systems.

and at least

critical.

vaporize.

vaporization

by the pressure

above delayed

oralloy

foil

point

the behavior

a prompt excursion.
assembly basically

While being a Gsembled at a reactivity

of the
Honeycomb

similar
increase
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rate

of 1.0 dollar/second

system operated
resulting
with

the system went prompt critical.

The scram

properly

in the design time of O.Ic seconda. The
16
fissions
was estimated to have been 3.2 x 10

excursion

no physical

damage.

The Snoopy scram system operates

in very

the same time and the system as a whole should respond much

nearly

the same way to a similar
6.2.2.

Shut off
A typical

core having

ramp increase.

by Disassembly
Snoopy system will

be taken to be a 48-1/2"~48~1/2"x42-1/'2"

a C/U equal to 1200. The; core h;;ls a volu~t~

and a mass of 2680 kilograms;

feet

fuel

of 58 cubic

mass is 43 kilograms

of

uranium.
If

the reactor period is given by T =
u
I
1.1 x 10m4 seconds, the resulting
period will
reactivity

loss

When the fuel

is assumed for

vaporizes,

decreased as the fuel
assumption,
lost

all

any increase

the self-shielding

mixes with

of the 5$ effect

even though mixing

to a 59 addition
1.1 x lo-

/0.018

Consider

which will

Increase

inches

on a side.

core*

Due to the flux

This will

region
enclose

distribution

35s of the power generated.

rapidly

and will

region

contains

As the fuel
0.010 inch fuel

determine

foils.

of the foils

will

As a pessimistic
is assumed

times.

This corresponds

the reactivity
The period

by less

will

of the core enclosed
one eighth
It will,

be

now be
by a cube 23

of the volume of the
this

therefore,

volume will
heat most

of graphite

foils

commence to vaporize,

slots

commences to increase.

This

and 23 moles of uranium.
the pressure

in the

This pressure

of the uranium at the temperature

will

of the fuel

it is assumed that the vaporized uranium acts as a perfect
gas, the fractional
amount of fuel that has vaporized is given by
n

If

temperature.

the time scale of the disassembly.

7.25 cubic feet

be the vapor pressure

in fuel

in the reactor,

contain

*

is taken as
ex
be 8.5 milliseconds.
No

in short

for these systems.
= 6 x loo3 seconds.

now the central

and4

of the self-shielding

than O*54& in reactivity
4

k

the moderator.

is negligible

of fuel

*

n where
VP/ u
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n

n

=

u

VP

=

PV
PQ
RT

= PI'CSSW'? of a perfect

Y-RT

= The number of moles of uranium vaporized to give
in a volume V, at temperature T.
pressure P
VP

gas in volume V, at
temperature T, where the number of moles is
equal to the total number of moles of uranium.

The work of Rauh and Thorne (ANL-5146) gives the vapor pressure
of uranium as
p
= VP
log

Each foil
if

all

4

+ 5.7

203 f lo

is in a slot

6" x 6" x 0.010".

of the uranium vaporizes

is

P
= 0.43 T (atmospheres)
Pg
A plot of the vapor pressure
shown in Figure

6-0.

(atmospheres)
The perfect

gas pressure

then

and the perfect

Since the fractional

gas pressure

quantity

is

of uranium that

has

is P /P
It is obvious that less than ten per cent of the
VP Pg'
uranium Is vaporized until the temperature exceeds 7000°C. The pressure,
1 for example,
however, Is substantial
long before this.
At 6000~~
vaporized

the pressure
the weight

is 65 atmospheres.
of the graphite,

Since the only constraint

which is approximately

or 0.1 atmosphere at the central
begin as soon as temperatures

plane,

For the purpose of estimating
assume that

the only force

Is clearly
independently
85 foils
will

to force

central

is that

assumption,

up the graphite

in one 6" x 6” vertical

produce a variable

for

heating

stack.

for

at the central

are reached.
disassembly,
plane.

because each foil

above it,

inch

of the system will

vaporization

the time required

acting

a very conservative

1.5 lbs/square

disassembly

sufficient

on the system is

This
will act

and there

are some

However, the flux

distribution

along the vertical

axis,

and the

foils

will produce the largest effect.
There is approximately
2
100 grams/cm of graphite above the central plane.
The information
presented

in section

5.2.

indicates

worth about l$ in reactivity
2-l/2

inches

Is required

for

that

a typical

to remove

one Inch of core height
system.

2-l/2$reactivity.

is

Hence, removal of
A 2-l/2$
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reactivity

increase

(2.5 inches/42

inches).

a 6% mass increase
expansion

is 376 (Mc~

in the center,
will

direction,

on the pressure

be considered

at the central

corresponds

to

direction

will

be

to the- edges, motion of 2-l/2
sufficient

plane.

during

inches

to stop *bhe reaction.

tc, rArovethe graphite

assumed to remain constant
inches

this

in the vertical

decreasing

The time require;

decrease necessary to require
If this is caused by

l/p2).

Since disasselllbly

in the center

2-l/2

to a 6% mass increase.

The density

only in the vertical

1.25 inches.
greatest

corresponds

2-l/2

inches will

If the driving

the motion,.then

depend

pressure

is

&he time to move

is

Pressure

(atm)

Time (sec.)
3.5 x lo- 2
3.5 x lo1 3

1
2
10
10 34
10

1.1 x
3.5 x 10-t
lo-

Thus, at temperatures
vaporization

(6000

which correspond

- 12000°C)

to appreciable

the vapor pressure

foil

of the uranium is

sufficient

to disassemble the reactor in less than one generation
3
(6 x lo- ) seconds. As the foil gaps enlarge, the uranium which

has not vaporized
perfect

gas.

will

do so and the material

The pressure

but the assumption

behavior

of constant

mation to the disassembly

with

pressure

time.

It

time will
furnishes

stipulation

that

of the energy release

the foils

by a consideration

vaporize.

to observe that

fixed

by the

it

melt

and heat the vapor.

No

for the enthalpies

but the heat capacity

approxi-

to heat the foils,

direct

be assumed to be equal to the solid.

a reasonable

is really

vaporize

vaporous uranium,

complex,

This can be best appreciated

of the energy required

are available

be quite

shut down, from the time

them, heat the molten metal,
figures

then act as a

is only necessary

less than one generation is necessary for
that a temperature of 6000~~ is reached.
The magnitude

will

for
Then:

of liquid

the liquid

or

and vapor can

- a6 -

to heat the metal,

H = (llOO"

- 300')

k cal
= 7.2 c

cal
x 9 5

= 25

H
fusion
h
Total

energy required

l

224 k Cal/mole

= 125.7 Es

k cal
cal
H = (12000 - 1100) x 9 mu = y8*1 iii%-

energy only varies

whether

= 116.0 E

vaporization
to form vapor at llOO°C

To heat the vapor to 12000°,
Thus, the total

k cal
mole

the pressure

between 126 k Cal/mole

in the foil

and

gap is 1 atmosphere

or 5000 atmospheres.
A release
will

224 k Cal/mole

of

be sufficient,

the excursion.

on the basis
This

7/8 of the reactor
The total
le7 x

la
10

throughout

excursion
fissions.

of the disassembly

is approximately

will

the central

is thus certainly
These are,

that

assumptions

.no uranium vapor leaves

the reactor

is formed,

disassembly

in the ce.ntral

plane

all

instead

of all

is accomplished

Two other

points

by physical

disassembly

should be mentioned

by

85 in one vertical

stack, and that only vertical
disassembly takes place.
fissions
is regarded as a very pep,
L>tiimlstic upper limit
which is terminated

have been

in the gap does .not

that

the foils

or

the air

to the disassembly,
that

or about 9 megacalories.

less than 14 megacalorics

heat and contribute
when it

to terminate

The remaining

fissions

A number of pessimistic

made in the estimate.

times,

5 megacalories.

have 65% of the total

23 inch cube

Thus, 1.7 x 10
to an excursion

of the reactor.
here.

First,

shocks are not

Sound speed
assumed to develop in the graphite during disassembly.
in the graphite is 2.8 x 10 5 cm/second, using 4.3 x 10 9 gm/cm2 as
the elastic
modulus of graphrite.
The assembly is roughly n sphere with
-4
a 50 centimeter
radius, so 2.1 x 10
seconds is required for a
signal to reach the outer surface.
The pressure signal was assumed to
occur in the order of one generation
(6 x lo- 3 seconds) so no shocks
should develop,

The second point

is that

the thermal

diffusivity

of

18

graphite
during

is too small to absorb appreciable
energy from the vapor
the assembly timeb This is important in preventing cooling

and condensation
k&Cp

and if

The diffusivity

of the vapor on the graphite.

k = 0.05 cal/sec/cm/°C,

is

the heat can penetrate

only

about 0.01~ seconds in one generation.
6.3

ACCIDENT EVALUATION FOR THE NIMBUS SYSTEM

6.g.1.

Type of Accident
A metal

system,

characterized
generation

by a small
time.

physical

such as that

to a large

a double failure
of nesting

a multiplication

is started,
6.3.2.

multiplication

Figure

multiplication
52 kilograms,

yield

a core

is made that

and disassembled

now erroneously

of 5 kilograms

five

6-1,

of oralloy

adds the next

kilograms.

set

Assembly

which is taken

The bare spherical
so the 3@5$ required

critical

is 1.8 kg.

from ~~-1604,

assembled system.

of

at a

critical

mass for

to bring

the M = 75 system to

Thus, the addition
critical.

The addition

which is 6.2% of the delayed
a reactivity

shows that

system has 96.5s of the delayed

of 2$ or 1.04 kg as the surface
and prompt critical.

to a system which is at a

produce a system which is super prompt

system which is 3.2 kg above delayed

critical,

system is one where

System

of 75 a bare oralloy

mass.

delayed

this

The assumption

The operator

of 75 will

critical.

the value

quantity

and the scram mechanism does .not operate.

The addition

delayed

total

The Nimbus system core is composed

which weigh approximately

Unreflected

critical

for

of 75 has been constructed

on the Nimbus machine.
of core shells,

but a smaller

investigated

shells.

a more violent

systems.

has taken place.

oralloy

is

and very fast

in general,

mean,

excursion,

then in the larger

The type of accident

having

small heat capacity

These properties

reaction

of radiation

size,

in the Nimbus experiments,

is

of 5 kg produces a
~~-1604

mass increment

also gives
between

of 3.2 kg beyond delayed

critical

$3.10 above delayed

oralloy

critical

mass, should therefore
for

the fully

100

95

90
Per Cent
Critical
Mass
85

80

20

40

60

bhlltiplication

80

100
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